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Luminous 2 bedroom apartment behind the Grand Hotel in
Cannes
Reference number: CANA023601
Features
Bedrooms

2

Single beds

4

Bathrooms

2

Double beds

0

Toilets

1

Sofa beds

1

Surface

70 m2

Rating

★★★

✓ Air Conditioning

Amenities
✓ Elevator

✓ Terrace

✓ Shower

✓ Internet

✓ Bathtub

✓ Television

Description
This modern apartment is located behind the Grand Hotel about an 11-minute walk from the Palais
des Festivals. It's located on the 3rd ﬂoor with an elevator. The living room is an open plan and the
wood ﬂoor and cream furniture create a tranquil ambience. The living room has a sofa bed,
matching arm chairs and also has a coﬀee table and TV. The dining set seats 6 people and it can
be used for meals or as a work station as well. The American kitchen is fully equipped. The living
room opens onto a terrace/loggia, which has ﬂoor to ceiling glass windows that can be opened to
enjoy the fresh air. It´s furnished with arm chairs and a table so you can enjoy a cup of coﬀee in
the morning or a glass of wine in the evening. Both bedrooms also open onto the terrace, allowing
in a stream of natural light. Each bedroom has 2 single beds that can be joined to make a double
bed. They both have 2 nightstands with lamps and a ﬂat screen TV on the wall. There are 2
bathrooms, 1 with a bath tub and the other with a shower. The apartment also comes with Internet
and air conditioning. This is the perfect apartment for a group accommodation for Cannes
conferences!
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